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 The largest ongoing survey of American 
travelers.
 2012 travel year:
 Sample of 223,000 trips:
 148,000 overnight trips
 75,000 day trips
 Today’s focus: Generational differences in 
Overnight Marketable Leisure Trips
 Excludes VFR to concentrate on trips 
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Base: Overnight Marketable Person-Trips
Main Purpose of Trip
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Millennials Generation X Boomers
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Millennials Generation X Boomers
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Expenditures
Millennials Generation X Boomers
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Foreign Travel
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Base: Overnight Marketable Person-Trips
Plans for Leisure Travel in the 
Next 12 Months
Millennials Generation X Boomers
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Top Cities for Visitation Interest
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Social Media
















Social Media Usage by Age





Millennials Generation X Boomers












Used Smartphone Posted travel photos Read travel reviews
Looked at travel photos Accessed travel news Connect with others
Base: Overnight Marketable Person-Trips
Conclusions
Cohorts vs. Age Continuum
 There are often major 
differences in travel 
behavior WITHIN cohorts. 
 Millennials, Gen Xers, and 
Boomers are not uniform 
groups.
 Instead a simplification of 
underlying age and life 
stage-related trends.
 For targeting, standard 
demographics may be more 
predictive.

Older Millennials, Generation X
 Strong on many key activities:
 Sports and recreation
 Culture
 Theme parks
 Wine and food
 Cities
 Foreign travel (except Caribbean)
 Spend more (Gen X), use commercial 
accommodations and transportation.
 Plan more future trips.
Social Media
 Rapid adoption across all age 
cohorts.
 Word of mouth/PR on 
steroids.
 Critical to embrace it and 
understand its importance to 




 More precise targeting.
 Alignment with social media.




 Aging user base.
 Low participation 
among Millennials, 
Gen X.
 More time, but spend less.
 Much less active in sports, 
recreation, entertainment.
 Except casinos, golf 
vacations.
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